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Berry dark browser review

Browse the web comfortably with Berry, the browser that automatically offers all sites a dark mode, ad blocks/trackers, and so much more.~ INSTANTANEU TOGGLE DARK/LIGHT MODE ~ Three finger pull up and down to quickly switch Light or Dark Mode on any site. It also allows you to go even darker – a convenient way to further adjust the brightness
without going to the control center.~ SALVE YOUR EYES &amp; SLEEP ~ Stop being blinded by bright white websites. Reduce eye pressure, sleep better with Berry's beautiful dark navigation. It works even with Night Shift, allowing you to reduce blue light at night while browsing.~ INCREASING BATTERY LIFE DURATION ON IPHONE X ~ On iPhone X,
navigating with Berry can extend battery life because darker pixels use less power. For other devices, increasing the contrast between text and background can allow you to reduce screen brightness by saving the battery. ~ PRIVACY FIRST &amp; ADBLOCK ~ Automatically blocks ads and trackers to speed up to 2x websites and protect your privacy. One
touch to instantly delete all browsing history and data. Built in Private File mode. ~ TODAY WIDGET ~ Copy links and tap the widget to browse them peacefully in Berry. Link previews are only visible when your device is unlocked to protect your privacy. Also, instantly get to the favorites (in dark mode) on the lock screen, bypassing the home screen.~
THUMB-FRIENDLY NAVIGATION ~ All Berry controls are at the bottom, not at the top of the screen, so don't strain your thumb trying to surf the web – or worse, drop your phone trying to tap the search bar. ~ DARK KEYBOARD ~ Turn on the included Berry Dark keyboard to further reduce screen brightness when you type. You can use it in any app, not just
Berry.~ and tons more features ~ - Dark Reader Mode - A universal application for both iPhone and iPad - No in-app purchases or subscriptions - No ads - iCloud synchronized bookmarks - iCloud Keychain autoscroll password - Works with 1Password ~ Berry Simple Privacy Policy ~ - We do not collect any personal lyidentification information about you. We never collect or use your personal data for any type of marketing or advertisement. We do not use cookies or any other mechanism to track anything about you personally. - Basically, we don't make money from you other than paying once for the app. You're not the product. Buy and own the app -- not the other way around.~ Reviews ~This app
Incredible! Really so impressed! Dark mode has always been something I was interested in and this browser does that nicely. Simple design is great and I really like the tutorial doesn't make me take full action before continuing. Def go to try to get used to using this app and can replace chrome with it! It would be cool if I could get out of the search input
keyboard by tapping off it as like to have to hit close, but that's just nitpicking. Money well spent! Edit: also just had to add that I am loving the bottom placement of the address/search/toolbar is perfect on an iPhone X, I don't have to adjust my grip to hit it and get the extra advantage of a gorgeous website without a cluky/search bar tool that hangs above it. -jobsebastianI like it a lot more the more I use it, I'm glad I bought it and I'm looking forward to updating it. -- nproductiveSend questions, comments, feedback for:[email protected] This app is only available on the App Store for iPhone and iPad. Browse the web comfortably with Berry, the browser that automatically offers all sites a dark mode, ad
blocks/trackers, and so much more.~ INSTANTANEU TOGGLE DARK/LIGHT MODE ~ Three finger pull up and down to quickly switch Light or Dark Mode on any site. It also allows you to go even darker – a convenient way to further adjust the brightness without going to the control center.~ SALVE YOUR EYES &amp; SLEEP ~ Stop being blinded by bright
white websites. Reduce eye pressure, sleep better with Berry's beautiful dark navigation. It works even with Night Shift, allowing you to reduce blue light at night while browsing.~ INCREASING BATTERY LIFE DURATION ON IPHONE X ~ On iPhone X, navigating with Berry can extend battery life because darker pixels use less power. For other devices,
increasing the contrast between text and background can allow you to reduce screen brightness by saving the battery. ~ PRIVACY FIRST &amp; ADBLOCK ~ Automatically blocks ads and trackers to speed up to 2x websites and protect your privacy. One touch to instantly delete all browsing history and data. Built in Private File mode. ~ TODAY WIDGET ~
Copy links and tap the widget to browse them peacefully in Berry. Link previews are only visible when your device is unlocked to protect your privacy. Also, instantly get to the favorites (in dark mode) on the lock screen, bypassing the home screen.~ THUMB-FRIENDLY NAVIGATION ~ All Berry controls are at the bottom, not at the top of the screen, so don't
strain your thumb trying to surf the web – or worse, drop your phone trying to tap the search bar. ~ DARK KEYBOARD ~ Turn on the included Berry Dark keyboard to further reduce screen brightness when you type. You can use it in any app, not just Berry.~ and tons more features ~ - Dark Reader Mode - O universal for both iPhone and iPad - No in-app
purchases or subscriptions - No ads - iCloud synchronized bookmarks - iCloud Keychain autofile password - Works with 1Password ~ Berry Simple Privacy Policy ~ - We don't collect any personally identifiable information about you. - We never collect or use your personal data for any type of marketing or advertisement. We do not use cookies or any other
mechanism to track anything about you personally. - - we don't make money from you other than paying once for the app. You're not the product. Buy and own the app -- not the other way around.~ Reviews ~This app is incredible! Really so impressed! Dark mode has always been something I was interested in and this browser does that nicely. Simple
design is great and I really like the tutorial doesn't make me take full action before continuing. Def go to try to get used to using this app and can replace chrome with it! It would be cool if I could get out of the search input keyboard by tapping off of it as opposed to having to hit close, but that's just nitpicking. Money well spent! Edit: also just had to add that I'm
loving the bottom placement of the address/search/toolbar is perfect on an iPhone X, I don't have to adjust my grip to hit it and i get the extra benefit of a gorgeous looking website without a clunky tool/search bar hanging above. - jobsebastian I like much more I use, I'm glad I bought it and look forward to updates. -- nproductiveSami, comments, feedback
to:hello@berrybrowser.com June 27, 2018 Version 1.1.3 - FEATURE: Change the default search engine. Menu &gt; Settings &gt; Search Engine.- BUGFIX: Updated iPad web page playback for multiple sites.- BUGFIX: Baidu search wasn't working properly.- BUGFIX: Updated playback multiple websites to look much better.-- Send your Berry Excellent
feedback to hello@berrybrowser.com 99% perfect I just have a nitpick that maybe no one else notices or cares. The app icon is very dark. I get the whole dark mode and everything and I like that a lot. However, the app icon seems to ignore the brightness of my phone and seems to be dimmed down on the home screen. It looks really weird next to other
apps and it's a nice looking icon, I just wish it was bright enough to see. Pretty well said that I know it sounds weird and it's not really a problem. More of a minor annoyance that I hope someone will agree with and decide to change:/Thanks for making a great app! It was really looking forward to making a browser switch. I gave it three stars because it seems
to work well on the iPad Pro 10.5...But not so much on the iPhone X. No matter how hard I try, I can't switch between light and dark mode. In addition, not all sites are really displayed in dark mode... It's more like an inverted color mode. Once these things are corrected, this browser will be the drug! UPDATE: That's what he did! Thanks for the reply! It seems
that the Zoom feature in accessibility settings has been enabled and to use the dark mode in Berry. Disabled Zoom off and works like a charm. HI photogenix, thanks for writing in and I'm sorry about the problem. I've seen this issue before, and it could be because you have an accessibility feature turned on on the iPhone X that overwrites Berry triple touch
touch Try going to Settings -&gt; General -&gt; Accessibility and turn off anything that might be triple-touch there. If this doesn't work, I'm happy to continue to help you further to hello@berrybrowser.com.As for inverted colors, we're working all the time on improving rendering. Please email me with the site in question and I will fix it for you immediately.
Cheers, Johnny I like the fact that the browser is fast and the user can change themes quickly, however, the browser does not offer buttons to go back or before as Safari and other browsers do. It will also be good to have the option to set up a default website, so every time you open the browser opens on that site, it would be Google, for example. In
addition, it will be very convenient to have the option to use the dark keyboard available in iOS. I also noticed that the browser is reversing the colors of photos in some websites, would be the Google Maps site, for example. Hi frank_cisco, thanks so much for writing your feedback. To save space, the browser uses left and right margin drag to do back and
forth browsing - it was surveillance on my part not to mention this in the tutorial. On larger devices, such as iPad, there are buttons for the back and forward. Let me know if this is a hassle for you – you might add a switch to add these buttons even on smaller screens. We've added your application for a default home page to the features roadmap. As for using
the dark iOS keyboard – unfortunately, we can't do this for text fields on websites, we can only do this for the URL bar. Re: Reversing photos on some sites -- we're working to improve this all the time. Thank you for your support! For any future issues, please send an email to hello@berrybrowser.com and I will return to you ASAP. Cheers Developer, Puppy
Ventures LLC, did not provide details about its privacy and data handling practices at Apple. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The developer will be required to provide privacy details when submitting the next update of the app. App privacy policy for developer website
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